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EMAC

Elite Marketing & Advertisement
Media Kit & Rate Card

TV Advertising
A blend of creative and technical
skills, innovative concept
creation,sharp script writing,
intelligent casting, and slick
production and editing.

Billboard Advertising
Build your brand. Increase your
sales. Attract more customers.

Public Relations
When it comes to relationships in
Iraq, you have a partner in EMAC

Media Distribution
Cinematic Feature Films – Television
Drama Series – TV Programs

Call: (+971) 4 3552924
(+971) 50 3779484
(+964) 7901 105513
(+964) 7704425615
(+20) 1027385574
Email: info@emac-advertising.com
Visit: www.emac-advertising.com

About EMAC
environment, companies planning to enter the Iraqi markets, need to be more prepared
than ever, therefore clients worldwide have come to EMAC for assistance in preparing,
entering and establishing themselves in the Iraqi markets.
EMAC specializes in affordable, cost-effective Iraq and emerging markets TV and Radio
advertising that delivers results and maximizes return on investment. Our blend of both
digital and traditional..
EMAC media team, with its background in broadcasting, television production and
advertising; is able to manage every element of a television and radio advertisement,
from script to air and screen.
EMAC has cooperative contracts with almost all the
Iraqi TV satellite channels and radio stations, on national and local/provincial level, including Kurdistan
region.
In addition to the ATL, BTL and TTL services, EMAC
can offer you, as well, a billboard campaign throughout the country, including the airports in Baghdad
and Erbil.
Our professionals work closely with you to develop
a strategy, which will result in an action. We draw
on expertise from across EMAC’s
clients with most suitable communication channel to
drive your products and services to your target market with an excellent value.
EMAC is a full service advertising and integrated

Baghdad, Dubai and Cairo.

TV and Radio Industry in Iraq
News and Current Affairs channels, General channels and Movies and Series channels have
the highest average advertising rates amongst the channel categories. The reasons why these
channel categories have considerably higher advertising rates than the rest of channels could
be attributed to a number of factors such as:

News and Current Affairs channels are usually backed by certain parties (e.g. political, religious) where the channels’ main aim is to relay a message to its viewers. These channels are

vesting more in their programming and media coverage, therefore target a higher number of
viewers. The high viewership rate of these channels makes advertisers eager to advertise on
them.

General channels broadcast content with a wide variety of programs. As such, a diverse audience could be targeted throughout these channels, which makes advertising on these channels more convenient for advertisers.

Movies and Series channels enjoy
higher viewership rates than other
channels in the region, which gives
advertisers the ability to target a

times of the day.

IRAQ MARKET

EMAC

TV & Radio Partners
EMAC will work with the following leading Iraqi
satellite television broadcasters:

A- Satellites TV channels
1. Al Iraqia TV :
is an FTA state owned channel, Lunched in
2004, offers general programming including
Current affairs, religious, drama series, talk
shows and cooking shows, movies and news
programs. Peak average advertising rate is
US$ 1,000 for the time segment between
20:00 and 00:00.
2. Al Rashid TV:
is an FTA private channel, Lunched in 2009,
offers general programming including Current
affairs, economy, drama series, talk shows,
movies and news programs. Peak average
advertising rate is US$ 500 for the time segment between 20:00 and 00:00.
3. Al Baghdadia TV (Broadcast from Egypt):
is an FTA private channel, Lunched in 2005,
offers News, Current Affairs, documentaries,
economy and debate shows. Peak average
advertising rate is US$ 700 for the time
segment between 18:00 - 19:00 and 21:0023:00.
4. Al Hurria TV (Kurdish TV in Arabic
Language):
is an FTA channel, Lunched in 2006, offers
general programming including Current
affairs, talk shows, Culture and Sports programs. Peak average advertising rate is US$
500 for the time segment between 20:00
and 00:00.
5. Al Sharqia TV (Broadcast from UAE):
is an FTA private channel, Lunched in 2004,
offers News, Current Affairs, talk shows, general entertainment, documentaries, economy
and debate shows. Peak average advertising
rate is US$ 1100 for the time segment between 18:00 - 20:00 and 22:00-00:00.

6. Al Sumaria TV:
is an FTA private channel, Lunched in 2004,
offers family entertainment, talk shows, cooking shows, general entertainment and drama
series. Peak average advertising rate is US$
800 for the time segment between 18:00 20:00 and 22:00-00:00.
7. Kurdistan TV (Kurdish TV from Erbil):
is an FTA Kurdish channel, belongs to the
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP), Lunched in
1999, offers News, Current Affairs, talk shows,
general entertainment, documentaries, culture
and debate shows. Peak average advertising
rate is US$ 700 for the time segment between
18:00 - 20:00 and 22:00-00:00.
8. Kurdsat TV (Kurdish TV from Sulaymaniya):
is an FTA Kurdish channel, belongs to the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), Lunched in
2000, offers News, Current Affairs, talk shows,
general entertainment, documentaries, culture
and debate shows. Peak average advertising
rate is US$ 700 for the time segment between
18:00 - 20:00 and 22:00-00:00.

9. Al Fayhaa TV:
is an FTA channel, Lunched in 2004, offers
general programming including Current affairs, talk shows, Culture and Sports programs. Peak average advertising rate is US$
500 for the time segment between 20:00
and 00:00.
10. MCP TV:
is an FTA Melody channel, Lunched in 2010,
offers Hits and Zoom Music. A peak ad rate
of US$ 500 between 19:00 and 02:30, while
300.

B- Local FTA Satellites TV channels
in different Iraqi Provinces (Basrah, Najaf, Diyalah, Salah Al Din, Kirkiuk, Mosul, Karbala and
others). Peak average advertising rate is US$ 300 for the time segment between 20:00 and
00:00.

Demographics and Viewership
Geographic Targeting
By effectively using spot cable, you can
reduce waste by concentrating your message only in the areas you need to reach
potential customers.
Demographic Targeting
with their own individual interests. Spot
cable allows you to advertise on the cable
networks that best allow you to reach the
niche audiences interested in your products or services.

EMAC Special Pricing
Minimum 3 Spots per/day. Receive 15% discount on total cost with 2 channels & 25%
on 3 channels. Our multi-screen advertising solutions empower advertisers to effectively mix and match programming, prime TVC spots, geographic areas and more. If you
are interested in learning more about our rates, we’re here to help. We can talk with
you to learn more about your business needs and objectives and develop a custom advertising proposal to meet your budget.

1. Allows you to strengthen your brand in the markets most important to you.

without paying for wasted coverage.
3. Allows you to reach potential customers that share similar interests.
4. Provides you with the opportunity to marry your message with top-rated network and programming brands for increased awareness and credibility.
Features
1. Geographic Targeting – By effectively using spot cable, you can reduce waste by concentrating your message only in the areas you need to reach potential customers.
al interests. Spot cable allows you to advertise on the cable networks that best allow you to
reach the niche audiences interested in your products or services.
3. Flexibility – Because of the way cable systems are now “interconnected,” you can easily
ability that spot cable delivers.

Radio FM Stations:
Rotana-Iraq
Al Iraqia National Radio
Ur Fm
Radio Nawa (Kurdish in Arabic language)
Sumer FM
Demozy FM
Al Basrah
Al Hurria
Radio MPC
Radio Dijlah
Al Rashid (Baghdad, Basrah and Kirkuk)

IRAQ Arabic &
Kurdish Newspaper

Besides the regular Newspaper’s
advertising, EMAC arranges for several Newspaper’s features about the
company, interviews with company’s
representatives to talk about the company, its activities, services, and the
strategies towards the Iraqi market.
EMAC will also be endorsing company’s brand image among the various sectors of Iraqi society and state
institutions through Newspapers and
Magazines.

EMAC

Billboards Airports

PR
& Lobbing Services
We manage successful public affairs campaigns, providing Government lobbying, legislative
and regulatory monitoring, and media advocacy support for business, services, industries and
others whose interests, in Iraq, are affected by the activities of the regulatory and executive
authorities in the country.

growth, regulate your industry or join your cause, your success begins with a relationship.
When it comes to relationships in Iraq, you have a friend in EMAC.

“LIFE IS
ADVERTISING”

EMAC

Elite Marketing & Advertisement Co
www.emac-advertising.com

P.O.Box 430734 Dubai-UAE
(+971) 4 3552924
(+971) 50 3779484
(+964) 7901 105513

